
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a supervisor retail. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for supervisor retail

Creates and maintains an environment of strong sales and exceptional
customer service through teamwork, coaching associate and leading by
example
Support the Retail Manager in the efficient, effective, and safe day-to-day
running of assigned commercial areas of the attraction, with a strong focus on
maximizing Per Cap spends and Average Transaction Values
Be the best-in-class on-the-floor example of excellence in assigned
commercial areas of the attraction
Lead (by example) the Retail Team to consistently deliver world-class
experiences to our guests, as evidenced by continuously meeting or
exceeding KPI and Mystery Visit targets
Support the delivery initial and ongoing training of Retail Team as required
for safe, efficient, and effective operation of assigned commercial areas
Work with Retail Manager to implement labor budgets/schedules for various
day-types and seasonal needs
Support the Retail Manager with Merchandising and Inventory Control
programs for the attraction
Ensure that the highest possible standards of service, cleanliness, technical
operation, and safety are adhered to by the Retail Team
Support delivery of specified revenue metrics for any commercial areas
operated by the Retail Team
The LDC Retail Supervisor is our "trainee expert" in LEGO toys of all varieties
and demonstrates a genuine passion for the fun & educational aspects of
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Qualifications for supervisor retail

Thorough knowledge of Spa Soft ,or comparable program, and
understanding of inventory control measures
Ability to consistently show accuracy in data collected at Manager’s request
2 years resort retail sales experience with 1 year supervisory experience, 6
months ordering experience
Written and oral fluency in English, a second language is helpful
Ability to verbally be an effective team leader and to delegate tasks to obtain
a positive outcome
Conversant with accounting and vendor terminology


